
 

You might be familiar with BitTorrent if you've ever used the file-sharing service. Well, now there's Trutops Torrents, a new app with a twist. Unlike BitTorrent, Trutops Torrents is an app built for streaming torrents on your phone. It has basic features like playing or pausing videos and switching quality types. But what sets it apart is its completely different interface to create video playlists. Rather
than a lengthy list of movies and TV shows, Trutops Torrents comes with a prebuilt video playlists so you can easily find your favorite torrents. There is also a cloud service that allows you to save your favorite videos in one place for offline viewing. Trutops Torrents has been downloaded more than 50 million times. It's been featured from the AKA App Review, The Next Web, CNET, Android
Police and TechCrunch among others. "Fast Download Speed" Articles: You might be familiar with BitTorrent if you've ever used the file-sharing service. Well, now there's Trutops Torrents, a new app with a twist. Unlike BitTorrent, Trutops Torrents is an app built for streaming torrents on your phone. It has basic features like playing or pausing videos and switching quality types. But what sets it
apart is its completely different interface to create video playlists. Rather than a lengthy list of movies and TV shows, Trutops Torrents comes with a prebuilt video playlists so you can easily find your favorite torrents. There is also a cloud service that allows you to save your favorite videos in one place for offline viewing. Trutops Torrents has been downloaded more than 50 million times. It's been
featured from the AKA App Review, The Next Web, CNET, Android Police and TechCrunch among others. You might be familiar with BitTorrent if you've ever used the file-sharing service. Well, now there's Trutops Torrents, a new app with a twist. Unlike BitTorrent, Trutops Torrents is an app built for streaming torrents on your phone. It has basic features like playing or pausing videos and
switching quality types. But what sets it apart is its completely different interface to create video playlists. Rather than a lengthy list of movies and TV shows, Trutops Torrents comes with a prebuilt video playlists so you can easily find your favorite torrents. There is also a cloud service that allows you to save your favorite videos in one place for offline viewing. Trutops Torrents has been downloaded
more than 50 million times. It's been featured from the AKA App Review, The Next Web, CNET, Android Police and TechCrunch among others.
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